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PREFACE
As a means to strengthen and intensify their cooperation

team LDElft, have thereafter been assigned to finalize

in education and research, Leiden University, Delft

and embody the concept thermometer to production-

University of Technology, and Erasmus University

ready detail.

Rotterdam (LDE) have joined forces in the LDE Frugal

We have structured our design process roughly in

Innovation and Technology Networks with Africa

accordance with the VDI2221 model as described by

research group. This group aims to develop simple,

Roozenburg & Eekels. The VDI2221 model describes

sustainable products to aid to third-world countries. One

four overlapping phases consisting of seven stages

assignment given to the joint project group of Leiden

of a design starting with analysis of the assignment,

University Medical Center (LUMC) and the Industrial

functions, principle solutions, through increasingly more

Design Engineering (IDE) faculty of Delft University of

detailed components to final manufacturing documents

Technology, was to develop a frugal medical device.

and realization (Roozenburg & Eekels, 1998).

The development project was kicked off as a Base of

We have roughly adopted this scheme and identified

Pyramid (BOP) project, for which a specific location was

global tasks within each stage. Do note that it is merely

chosen: Uganda. A JMP Abroad team from IDE - under

a global overview of the structured design process, not a

the header of Asli Design - set out to conduct primary

planning, nor is the process as linear as depicted.

research in the Masindi district of Uganda, the results

We have taken on an inside-out approach, starting

of which they took to the development of a concept

with functions of the product, the current solutions,

medical thermometer. Their research and concept

alternatives, to an improved system of components,

development process has been reported in Design of a

which is then shaped and detailed.

Frugal Thermometer for Rural Uganda (Asli, 2013). We,
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ACRONYMS
general

technical

EVR

Eco-cost / Value Ratio

AC

Alternating Current

IDE

Industrial Design Engineering (TU Delft)

DC

Direct Current

FDA

Food & Drug Administration

IR

Infrared

HC

Health Center

LCD

Liquid Crystal Display

ISO

International Standardization Organization

NiCad Nickel-Cadmium

LCA

Life Cycle Analysis

NiMH

Nickel-Metal Hydride

LDE

Leiden, Delft & Erasmus alliance

NTC

Negative Temperature Coefficient

LoR

List of Requirements

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

PE

Product Experience
(aesthetics, semantics & emotions)
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TA

Temporal Artery

VHT

Village Health Team

WTP

Willingness-To-Pay

INTRODUCTION
design brief

that need to be tackled towards a successful product.

“The goal is to develop a medical device that can

These challenges form focal points in the development

measure accurately the temperature of especially

of the thermometer, meaning the existing concept is

women and children in Africa, and is affordable,

reconsidered on these aspects, alternatives are analyzed

hygienic, reliable, safe, user friendly for different

and an improved concept is constructed.

cultures, and can operate in tropical contexts.”

1

Temperature sensing technology

2

Feedback & Interaction

3

Energy generation / storage

4

Aesthetics & Semantics

assignment reformulation

Using the WWWWWH method to get a general
understanding of the given task and context, we have
reformulated the assignment to the following:
“The goal is to develop a frugal (infrared)
thermometer for Uganda. The thermometer should
be durable, universally understood, able to operate
in tropical contexts and designed with attention to
use and end of life sustainability. In the end there
will be a validated and working prototype. The result
should be production ready, with technical package
and report included.”
From this assignment we extracted key challenges
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housing: vht

spur gears

Injection molded part

Injection molded part

Costprice: €0.17

Costprice: €0.15

Material: ABS/PC blend

Material: PA6 blend

Color: Silver/grey

Material Trade Name: Zylon® by DuPont

Weight: 17.9

Color: White (natural)

crank

Injection molded part
Costprice: €0.21
Material: ABS/PC blend
Color: Desatured Dark Blue
Weight: 6.3 gr

housing: patient

Injection molded part
Costprice: €0.20
Material: ABS/PC blend
Color: White
Weight: 27.4gr
10

frugal thermometer
($)

(€)

1,26

0,93

Electronic components

4,12

3,03

Assembly

0,11

0,08

Transport

0,36

0,26

Total costs

5,85

4,30

Structural and
Mechanical components

A more detailed overview of the cost price calculation can be found in Appendix14.
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All aspects of product design and engineering are tightly
integrated in the new design of the thermometer. The
following aspects make the new design superior to other

aesthetically pleasing.
•

to approach the patient in a caring way. The patient

fever thermometers:
•

is approached by the user with the back of the hand,

The thermometer is charged by human power,

like the traditional way to measure temperature on

this way the thermometer can be used anywhere

the forehead. During the measurement the patient

and anytime and recurring costs of batteries are

also has an open field of sight, which makes the

eliminated.
•

A display shows the measured value numerical,
symbolic and uses different colors to communicate
the state of the patient to the user. This makes the
thermometer universally understood.

•

The thermometer is engineered to withstand the
harsh usage conditions in developing countries. Due
to its robust design and rechargeable power source,
the thermometer is more durable than any other
thermometer.

•

12

The overall shape and finishing make the design

The shape of the thermometer encourages the user

procedure less intimidating.
•

All these advantages are possible at an acceptable
cost price of $5.85 (€4.30).

1

Product preperation

CHARGE BY CRANKING

2

FOLD BACK

READY TO USE

Correct measuring method
PLACE ON FOREHEAD

3

“BEEP” WHEN DONE

PUSH BUTTON

MOVE TO HAIRLINE

Feedback interpretation
INDICATION LIGHT
NO FEVER

FEVER
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REQUIREMENTS
At the beginning of the projected a process tree is

has to be communicated to the user. Like described in

constructed, see Appendix1. The process tree shows

requirement 1.4 and 1.5, the value will be displayed both

the whole product environment, which is a good basis

numerical and in symbols.

to create a complete List of Requirements. Below is

3

a selection of the most influential requirements. The

decimal.

complete List of Requirements is attached as Appendix2
Requirement 1.1 and 1.2 form a good starting point for

4

the design. These are two aspects of the current concept

For educated users it is important that the temperature is

that will be included in the redesign.

displayed according to the medical standards, up to one

1

1.1 The thermometer uses an infrared sensor to

decimal. A VHT, who is not familiar with the fever related

measure.

temperatures, is better off with clear explaining symbols.

2

1.2 The thermometer is designed to measure on the
forehead.

1.5 The measured value is displayed symbolic.

The VHT also has the possibility to communicate the
numerical value to the nurses.
Requirement 4.3 is important when it comes down to the

According to (Asli, 2013), using an infrared sensor is a quick

total lifespan of the product.

and accurate way to measure a surface temperature.

5

Measuring the forehead is convenient and requires less
attention regarding hygiene compared to internally used
thermometers.
After the infrared sensor measured a value, the value

14

1.4 The measured value is displayed up to one

4.3 The thermometer contains a rechargeable
power source.

Normal batteries run empty and the VHT won’t invest
in new ones themselves. Due poor logistics, waiting for

new batteries supplied by the government is also out
of question. Therefore a rechargeable batteries or a
different power source need to be implemented in the
design.
While designing a frugal product it is also important to
think about the costs. An estimation of 5 dollar apiece is
made for it to be a successful product. A more detailed
calculation will be done by the Erasmus University.
6

6.1 The production costs will be maximum 5$
apiece.
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CONTEXT ANALYSIS
Designing for a foreign culture requires analysis of

culture

cultural differences. This section serves to get acquainted

In the ’70s Hofstede started with the development of a

with the Ugandan culture and identify how, where, and

method to measure, describe, and compare cultural

to what extent it influences the design. Also, it explains

groups. The model he developed has since been popular

the Ugandan healthcare system, and describes the

to describe cultural differences. The comparison of

target group.

cultural groups is based on the relationship between

demographics
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members of a group and their shared values.

Uganda is situated in Eastern Africa, surrounded by

cultural descriptive

Kenya, Sudan, Congo, Rwanda, and Tanzania. Its

Together with the dimensions identified by Hall, House,

population counts 36.3 million people, speaking mainly

and Trompenaars, Hofstede’s model served as a basis for

English and Swahili. 84% of the population was reported

Annemiek van Boeijen to create socio-cultural dimensions

to live in rural areas in 2013 (WorldBank, 2013) – a number

for designers (Boeijen, 2013). These dimensions can be

that has been declining over the past 10 years – divided

assessed for Uganda on a national level, as illustrated in

over approximately 5 million households in 2010 (UBoS,

Figure1. As Uganda is not presented in Hofstede’s culture

2010). Uganda has a $19.88 billion GDP. The population

compass (Hofstede, n.d.), we have used a publication by

is diverse in religion, the majority (76%) being Christian.

Rarick et al. addressing Hofstede’s dimensions to get an

Uganda has been a British protectorate from 1894 until

estimation of the socio-cultural dimensions identified

it was granted independence in 1962. It has since been a

by van Boeijen. Rarick concludes: “[…] Ugandan culture

presidential republic. Uganda’s capital and largest city is

can be characterized as being low in power distance,

Kampala.

masculine, collectivist, moderately high in uncertainty

SUDAN

UGANDA

KENYA

CONGO
REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

TANZANIA

POPULATION:

36.3 MILLION
GDP: $19.88 BILLION
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / SWAHILI
RELIGION: CHRISTIAN (76%)
SOURCE: WORLD BANK

Figure1

(2012); UBOS (2010)

Demographics
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& symbols

avoidance, and short-term orientated.” (Rarick et al.,

customs

2013). Additionally, an online blog by Uganda-enthusiast

Knowing prevalent symbols and customs of a culture

Jon Blanc shares firsthand experiences on several

helps to tailor the interaction to the foreign target group.

cultural aspects. Ugandans show respect for elders –

This paragraph explains cultural customs and symbols

they are deeply respected, sought out for advice and

and their consequences for design.

counsel. Time is seen in terms of relationships, and being

Taking body temperature by a back-of-the-hand touch

with family and friends, rather than in terms of tasks.

on the forehead seems to be a universal custom, for

Relational ties with the home village, church, parents,

instance, and can be used as a metaphor in design.

and grandparents are treasured, and many of the urban

Frenk Stokman, MSc student at IDE with field experience

class return to their roots during holidays. Confrontations

in Uganda, mentioned that the fine motor system of

and expression of negative emotions are avoided, and

Ugandans is often less developed than Europeans, which

mistakes are not easily admitted. Relationships are

translates into a preference for bulkier products and

not put at stake by expressing such negativity (Blanc,

rough interaction. Colors often have connotations or a

2013). This illustrates Ugandan values on identification

meaning. According to Prof. Dr. Reis color connotations

and expression. The importance of relational ties may

in Uganda are fairly similar to Dutch connotations. White

also explain the custom of communal sharing, which

might stand for fertility and purity and is increasingly used

is omnipresent in (rural) Ugandan culture, according to

for medical devices in Uganda. Green is related to the

Prof. Dr. Ria Reis, representative of Leiden University in

military. Red is a powerful color which may have different

this project and professor in medical anthropology.

meanings. Black, and other dark colors, are related to
death and should be avoided. Political connotations
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are not as prevalent, though strong references to triberelated colors might be taken as offensive by some. The
blue accents as used in the ‘Stamp’ concept are safe,
which have been taken into the redesign. Using symbols to
denote ‘fever’ or ‘illness’ and ‘health’ etc. plus-signs may
better be avoided for its religious connotation, which could
offend some.
Many traditional communities, in developing countries,
are used to what Edward T. Hall called high-context

CULTURAL COMPARISON

communication. High-context communication means
that a lot of meaning of information is hidden in the

Netherlands

Philippines

context that is known by the communicators. High-context
100
80
60
40
20
0

communication results in a different interpretation of
icons and symbols, and a higher acceptance of implicit
information or messages than low-context cultures (Syarief,

LTO

Giard, Detrie, & McBeath, 2003).

Uganda

PDI

IND

conclusions

Gender roles, individualism (or ‘togetherness’), and highUAI

context communication are expected to influence the
concept design. (Asli, 2013) has reported that a feminine

Figure2

MAS

Cultural Comparison; Source: (Rarick et al., 2013); (ClearlyCultural, n.d.)
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design, like concepts with denotations to accessories

national or any other level. As an example, Figure2

or jewelry, were disliked by male villagers and VHTs.

compares scores on five dimensions Power Distance

The use and appearance of the thermometer is hence

(PDI), Individuality (IND), Masculinity (MAS), Uncertainty

gender-neutral, or tends towards masculine. The

Avoidance (UAI), and Long-term Orientation (LTO), for the

communal sharing culture had to be taken into account

Philippines, the Netherlands, and Uganda.

if designing a battery-powered device. Batteries are likely

The Philippines are clearly different from Uganda and

to be removed when a family member needs them for

the Netherlands, which are slightly similar but still differ

another device. An irreplaceable, rechargeable battery

significantly. The designed thermometer can thus not

should instead have been used, or a different integrated

blindly be used worldwide, but fits cultures similar to

power source. High-context communication results in

Uganda.

a different interpretation of icons and symbols; highcontext cultures have a higher acceptance of implicit
information or messages than low-context cultures
(Syarief et al., 2003). Any non-textual interpretation of
measurement results should be adapted to high-context
communication.
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healthcare system

This section serves to provide background information
on the Ugandan healthcare structure and the role of
VHTs therein, as to get a better comprehension of the
context in which the thermometer is used.

Hofstede’s dimensions also show how cultural values

referral system

differ across nations, and thus bring to the attention

The public healthcare system in Uganda is organized

several aspects that need to be further specified and

in a tiered structure. The numbers and types of

looked into when designing for multiple cultures on

facilities, distribution of care, the expected population

Figure3

Source: (MoH, 2013)
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served by a facility, and the level of facility that

VHTs

offers the expected care are shown in Figure3.

The VHT members are chosen by the community, and

The referral system is a formalized system that requires

getting selected is a big honor. The chosen VHTs often

a patient from a lower level facility to obtain a referral

have their own farm so they are always present in the

note from the health workers in that facility in order to

village. The new VHTs are trained in a two- or three-day

go to the relevant higher level facility. The VHT, illustrated

course. Every VTH worker receives a kit with a few medical

as Health Center I in Figure3 is at the beginning of this

tools supplied by the government, which includes:

referral system.
Due to inadequate quality of the Ugandan infrastructure
and quality of lower healthcare facilities, patients,
particularly those with more money than the average,
bypass the lower level facilities, and self-refer themselves

•

Malaria medicine

•

Vitamins

•

Handbook: a job aid and a tool to give medical
advice. A simple childlike book to explain and

to whatever higher-level facility they perceive as good

spread awareness about diseases.

for them. This leads to congestion of high-level hospitals
with patients with minor ailments that could have been
treated at lower levels (MoH, 2013). As a result hospitals
always have long queues outside. A clear diagnose in
early stage is one way to prevent this phenomenon,

22

•

Register book

•

Mark tape: small tape to measure the circumference
of the upper arm as an indication of malnutrition.

which is why well-trained and well-equipped VHTs are of

The thermometer is designed as part of this kit.

great importance.

Requirements for the design that derive from this

Figure4

VHT worker
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context, were extracted from the process tree as shown

developing areas worldwide, forasmuch the cultural

in Appendix1.

differences allow so as described in Context Analysis:

target group

24

Culture.

& knowledge

VHTs are the primary target group of this project.

llteracy

Expansion of this target group to nurses at HCs has been

Masindi has a low literacy rate. Approximately 37.1% of

considered, and the advantages and disadvantages

the population six years and older has never attended

analyzed. This analysis is shown in Appendix3, together

school (SCRIP, 2001). As a possible result, local villagers

with an estimation of the target group size, and the

showed a preference for smileys and colors when

conclusions are set forth in this section.

confronted with early mock-ups of the user interface.

There are large differences in requirements between

Also, VHTs do often not know how to use a thermometer

designing for solely villagers and VHTs, and designing

properly and do not know how to interpret the measured

for both VHTs and HCs. As the use in HCs imposes

value (Asli, 2013).

significantly more complex requirements on the concept

An interface displaying the pictorial interpretation of the

design, mainly pertaining to the intensity of use and

result, rather than the result itself would theoretically

legislation, and requires a different user interaction,

solve this problem, be it that there is no single threshold

it was decided to focus on VHTs as the primary target

value for fever. Rather than that, the temperature ‘safe

group and the vision to introduce the thermometer to

range’ fluctuates per individual and age, making the

villagers through VHTs. It has to be noted that although

fever indication subject to a complicated system of

this project focuses on Uganda, we will leave room to

factors. More information on fever can be found in the

consider equivalent community health workers in rural

medical briefing in (Asli, 2013), Appendix B. A chosen

RURAL POPULATION (% OF TOTAL POPULATION)

POPULATION
88
87

Urban
16%

86
85
84
Rural
84%

83
82
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Source: (WorldBank 2013)

threshold temperature results in a statistically estimated
false-positive and false-negative error. Interpretation
of the measurement result will be further explained in
CHAPTER###: Component Analysis: Display.

economically feasible.
opportunities for local production

To stimulate the local economy and simplify logistics, we
wanted to explore opportunities to produce or assemble

numbers

the thermometer in East-Africa as alternative to China.

Unfortunately, there is no available official count of VHTs

We have consulted Robert de Graaff, MSc student at IDE

in Uganda. We have estimated the target group size to

currently graduating on a locally produced product in

100.000 VHTs, for which a calculation is enclosed in

Tanzania.

Appendix5. This is translated into a first-batch size, which

There are several aspects that need looking into in order

is generally large enough to make injection molded parts

to be able to draw conclusions and make decisions
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on local production. First of all, expertise of staff, and

manufacturer that should have sufficient expertise and

experience with similar products and materials influence

capabilities to produce injection-molded housing parts.

the quality of the resulted product. Secondly, the

Although their portfolio does include more advanced

production facility’s capacity needs to be sufficient to

industries (i.e. chemical, pharmaceutical, food), it still

guarantee steady supply. Lastly, cost is an all important

seems to be limited to the packaging realm (SILAFRICA,

factor.

n.d.). Moreover, it is still unknown whether molds of

The thermometer, for a large part, consists of electronic

sufficient quality can be produced in East-Africa, and to

components, which there are no mass production- and

which cost/quality ratio. Quite possibly, molds would

assembly facilities for in Africa. As a result, parts of the

have to be manufactured in China or Europe.

product that would be produced locally, have to be

The question rises whether stimulant of the local economy

combined with electronics that are highly likely to be

weighs up against increasingly complicated (and costly)

manufactured in China. Although complicating logistics,

logistics, and higher quality and cost-effectiveness of

this is not impossible.

China’s mass production. This is doubtful, a fortiori, for a

Most production expertise in Africa is related to metal

product with non-commercial intent.

manufacturing (Graaff, n.d.). Plastics processing is limited

It is these complications from which was decided not to

to simple products like plastic cutlery, jars, lids, crates,

focus on manufacturing in East-Africa.

plates, and ball-point pens. Consumer product housings,
gears, and other parts where fitting and tolerances are of
importance are likely to be too advanced. De Graaff noted
that silafrica, based in Tanzania, is an advanced plastics
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medical context: fever threshold temperature

by Welch Allyn® was 38.1°C, and 38.0°C for children (age

The thermometer provides VHT workers with a ‘fever’

0 – 10). Despite the slight discrepancy (which could be

or ‘no fever’ diagnosis. For the device to interpret the

expected from comparing different studies), all values lie

measured temperature value as such, it needs to be

around the 38°C mark. Figure5 shows how approximately

programmed with a threshold value. This section

95% of patients would statistically have an elevated

explains the main findings from the medical context

body temperature (note: not necessarily fever) at that

analysis as enclosed in Appendix4.

value. If 38°C were to be set as a threshold temperature

Both age and measurement site influence the temperature

for the designed TA thermometer, statistically 5% of

range and diagnostic accuracy of the thermometer. As

patients would be unjustly diagnosed with fever. When

the measurement site for the concept thermometer

the temperature distribution of the target group is

has been set to the forehead per project definition, age

narrow, a .1°C higher or lower threshold may increase

is left as a crucial determinant. A consideration has to

or decrease this probability significantly, and it is likely

be made between breadth of the target age group or a

that the narrower the target age group, the more this

specified age group. Figure5 shows the temperature

applies. In this way, setting the threshold temperature

distributions for different age groups as found by (Roy,

for the thermometer can control the magnitude of the

Powell, & Gerson, 2003). The upper limit of normal TA

false-positive and false-negative error of the diagnoses.

temperature, as defined by the mean + 2σ, descends

A final setting should result from deliberation between a

from 38.1°C for babies aged 0 - 2 months to 37.8°C

safe threshold value (i.e.: rather false-positive than false-

for adolescents aged 10 – 18 years. The upper rectal

negative results), and preventing unnecessary referrals

temperature limit for adults (age 11 – 65) as published

or use of medication. Ideally, age-specific cutoffs should
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be used for each instrument and each body site (Roy

VHTs, it is recommended to focus on this group, and set

et al., 2003). In moderation, however, it is possible that

the threshold temperature accordingly. For increased

body temperature fluctuations throughout the day are

accuracy, it is recommended to perform an investigation

as large as the tenths of degrees difference between age

of the normal temperature distribution with a random

groups, decreasing the necessity to tweak the threshold

sample of the target population, using the final product.

to the tenths of degrees Celsius. Anything between 37.8°C

As a first reference, the threshold temperature is set to

and 38.1°C for children, might hence suffice.

37.8 degrees, in accordance with (Roy et al., 2003).

conclusion

A fundamental question is whether a 1°C elevation of a
patient with a normal temperature of 36.5°C for example,
is as severe as the same elevation from a normal body
temperature of 37.5°C. Or in other words: can fever
be defined as a purely relative elevation, or is the
statistical 2σ mark (around 38°C) a potentially hazardous
temperature for any human, even those with a naturally
above-average normal body temperature? From the
reviewed literature it seems that the latter is true, but
additional confirmation with medical professionals is
recommended.
Since children age 0 – 5 are the main patient group of

28

A noninvasive temporal artery thermometer that uses arterial
heat balance technology has been compared to rectal and
ear thermometry and is available in the marketplace. This
study was undertaken to establish mean temperatures and
temperatures 2 standard deviations above the mean for
healthy infants, children, and adolescents. Temperatures
were measured in healthy patients 0 to 18 years of age using a
noninvasive temporal artery thermometer. Temperatures were
measured in 2,346 patients.
Mean temperatures and temperatures 2 standard deviations
above the mean were: 37.1°C (38.1°C) for 383 infants 0 to 2
months; 36.9°C (37.9°C) for 860 children 3 to 47 months; 36.8°C
(37.8°C) for 680 children 4 to 9 years; and 36.7°C (37.8°C) for 423
adolescents 10 to 18 years. (Roy et al., 2003)
Figure5

(Roy et al., 2003)
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CONCEPT DESIGN
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WORKING PRINCIPLE
function analysis

measured value (transform electronic information

A function analysis provides an abstract overview

to sensible information)

of the core functions of the thermometer. From the
function analysis, core components of the system can be
identified and explored, and mapped in a morphological
chart. This function analysis is conducted as described

13 Test measurement to threshold value (combine
threshold information with digital information)
14 Transform digital signal to a fever / no-fever

in Roozenburg & Eekels, following the Pahl & Beitz

indication (transform digital information to sensible

recommendations (Roozenburg & Eekels, 1998).

information)

Main functions
7

Providing a fever / no-fever diagnosis

8

Displaying the measured temperature value

These functions are mapped out in the schematic shown
in Figure6. Functions are connected through flows of
energy, material, and information.

Sub-functions
9

Input body temperature

10 Switch on/off (combine information and energy)
11 Transform temperature to digital signal (transform
energy to information)
12 Transform digital signal to feedback of the

31

working principle

(‘Stamp’ concept)

Each identified function in the aforementioned scheme
is carried out by a certain component of the product.
Looking at the scheme therefore can be an exploration
of components that can carry out each function.
The initial concept by team Asli features an infrared
temperature sensor to measure the patient’s temperature
on the forehead. As the forehead contains many blood
veins, the measured temperature is a relatively accurate
representation of the core body temperature (Dencher,
2013). The infrared temperature sensor works both from
a distance and when pressed against the forehead, and
needs a few seconds to measure. The device is powered
by 2 AA batteries that can be taken out from the side,
closed off by a lid. The device has one on/off button on
the side, and an LCD on top. A PCB processes the signal
from the temperature sensor and controls the output via
a piezoelectric buzzer element and the LCD screen.
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E2

I2
threshold value

E

measure

read

compare

transform

feedback

fever indication

body temp

transform

feedback

body temperature value

I
on / measure
Figure6

Function analysis
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component analysis (alternatives)
display

From research done by (Asli, 2013) in Uganda, it was
identified that visual feedback of the thermometer
should be given in twofold. Main numerical feedback
displaying the measured body temperature should
be complemented by symbolic representation of the
interpretation thereof, to compensate for the lack of
medical knowledge users of the thermometer have. It
was also explained that there is no such thing as a single
fever threshold, but that the temperature ‘safe range’
rather fluctuates, and varies between individuals of
different age.
Different display options are considered and analyzed
in Appendix6: Component analysis: Display. The (dis)
advantages of each are listed in Figure7.
In consultation with Dr. Ria Reis and medical specialists
at Leiden University it was decided that the low literacy of
the Ugandan population (also of VHT workers) should not
be underestimated. The accessibility of the measurement
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result is a great advantage over prevailing thermometers.
The allegedly increased accuracy of more elaborate and
complicated interpretation do not outweigh the human
errors they induce. Hence, it was decided to translate the
measured value to a clear discrete interpretation, using
a 37.8°C threshold as derived from the medical analysis.
The result is communicated by a colored LCD display,
showing the measured temperature value and a symbol.
The normally white backlit LCD turns red or green with a
high or low result respectively (Figure8).
Consequences and requirements for the design of
the thermometer that derive from this component
choice pertain mainly to the electronics and physical
space needed. LCD displays typically work on 3V or 5V.
Since displays are fragile, to protect it from water, dust,
scratches and dents, the LCD screen should be covered
with a transparent screen.

Figure7

Component analysis Stamp
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sensor

measurement

(Asli, 2013) has chosen an infrared temperature sensor

measurement is done through a swiping movement from

to measure TA temperature. This choice has several

the center of the forehead to the hairline (either to the left

advantages, which meet the rural circumstances and

or right (Greenes & Fleisher, 2001)), taking samples along

cultural acceptance requirements well. On the other

the way – the so called arterial heat balance method (Roy

hand it has a disadvantage of being quite expensive,

et al., 2003).

mainly for lower (couple of thousand pieces) batch
sizes. When designing a BOP-product, cost price is an
important factor in making design choices. Therefore the
sensor choice is reconsidered.
Based on the simplified choice criteria table and
analysis of alternative sensors, as outlined in Appendix6:
Component analysis: Sensor, a choice has been made
in favor of the infrared sensor. In short, reconsidering
the sensor choice has provided more insight in the
importance of measuring speed, accuracy and hygiene.
The infrared sensor proved the best solution, as the
higher cost price is outweighed by high comfort, hygiene,
and accuracy.
Consequences for the design pertain mainly to the
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method.

Professional

infrared

TA

power source

The original concept developed by (Asli, 2013) proposed
the use of AA batteries to power the thermometer. AA
batteries are widely available in Uganda, but are of bad
quality and often leak (Asli, 2013). Also, they cannot
be disposed of properly and are therefore hazardous
to the environment. As a sustainable alternative to
or replacement of the currently used mercury-based
thermometer, batteries do not suffice.
In the context of use, disposable batteries have
disadvantages as well from the perspective of the
infrastructure and distribution system in Uganda.
Batteries can and are expected to be taken out to be used
in other devices. This problem has partly been addressed

37.0
36.5
36.0
35.5

0 - 2mo

table

by (Asli, 2013), as taking the batteries out has been made
more difficult by closing the lid with a screw (Asli, 2013).
Secondly, as the VHT workers themselves, who are unpaid
volunteers, are not expected to pay for replacement
batteries, it is likely that the batteries will not be replaced
when they run out. Villagers themselves have expressed
their concerns over having to replace the costly batteries
repeatedly (Asli, 2013). As the government delivers
goods rather than money to the healthcare system, the

3 - 47mo

10 - 18yr

18 - 65yr*

> 65yr*

Comparison

advantage

disadvantage

7-segment LED

clear digitals

relatively expensive

7-segment LCD

combined
numerical / symbolic

a lot of information on
a small area

dot-matrix

more shapes possible

low resolution

LED + print

intuitive display
thermometer metaphor

takes up a lot of space

table

age-specific
interpretation

complicated read-out

new batteries would need to be delivered to the VHTs.
Observations show that delivery of these goods can take

4 - 9yr

* no data found for temporal artery measurement

Figure8

Comparison displays

months, (MoH, 2013; Stokman).
Therefore, we have considered alternative power generation
and storage methods applicable for the thermometer. They
have been evaluated on performance, context of use, and
costs. As the device is used in rural Uganda where currently
no adequate recycling system is in place (Reis; Stokman),

37. 1˚

C

88.8˚

C

Figure9

37.9˚

C

Display concept

and the target group has little awareness about toxicity of
components, the components are expected to end up in
nature when they are not used anymore. Therefore, toxicity
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of the components has been taken into account as well.
IMAGE### provides a comparison of the evaluated power
sources, and aforementioned (dis)advantages of each.
The use of solar power imposes devious ways of use and
recharging, and introduces a fragile part to the product. Its
NTC sensor

Flat NTC sensor

sustainability cannot compensate for its inconvenience.

+ Low cost price

+ Low cost price

Through various experiments, and consultation of technical

- Low measuring speed

- Low measuring speed

- Not hygienic

- Not hygienic

information and experts, it was decided to discard the use
of AA batteries, and design for a hand-powered solution.
Cost price, effort/energy efficiency and space/energy
efficiency were decisive to specifically select the handcrank dynamo. A human-powered system is an ideal off-

Infrared sensor
+ High accuracy

making the thermometer a device specifically engineered

+ Very high measuring speed

for a context that requires flexibility and durability.

+ Hygienic through non-contact

Replacing batteries with a human-powered system

- Relatively expensive

drastically changes the way the thermometer is used and

List of requirements

the design requirements that derive from it. The user has to

- IR sensor should not contact the forehead when measuring

manually charge the device, after which one measurement

- Measurement according to arterial heat balance method

can be taken. The whole thermometer is slightly larger

Figure10 Comparison sensors
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the-grid solution and can be used anywhere, at any time,

than the ‘Stamp’ to incorporate the gears. With the crank a
vulnerable part is introduced. Therefore, the crank should
be folded away when not in use and strong enough not to
break from falling or bumping. After all, without the crank, a
fully functional product becomes instantly useless.

Linear induction

Hand crank

+ Fully encapsulated

+ Compact

+ No moving mechanical parts

+ Relatively cheap

- Expensive

- Fragile rotating mechanical

- Takes up a lot of space

parts

energy consumption per measurement is around 5.5J.

Solar energy

Battery

Calculations for this estimation can be found in Appendix7.

+ Fixed battery

+ Compact

- Relatively expensive

- Needs repeated replacement

- Cumbersome charging

- Toxic

Power storage
With the hand-powered dynamo for power generation,
several options for energy storage have been evaluated.
The estimated required maximum power for one
measurements is around .405W, and the estimated total

In order to save room and minimize expensive and
vulnerable mechanical parts, the energy generated
by manual cranking is stored in a capacitor without
intervention of mechanical storage. Due to their high

List of requirements
- Mechanical transmission can not be clogged by dust

lifespan, supercapacitors are highly favored over NiMH

- Transmission parts do not fail from abbrasion over expected life time

batteries for storing the dynamo generated energy in this

- Thermometer can be comfortably held during charging

context, considering the thermometer is meant to have
a lifespan of at least 10 years (List of Requirements##).

- Crank can be driven with one hand
- Mechanical noise from gears is not perceived as aggressive
- The crank is aesthetically integrated in the housing
- The crank does not fly loose when not in use

Figure11 Comparison power source
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Special attention needs to be given to preventing loss
of capacitance or breaking due to overcharging the
capacitor(s) and feeding it with a direct current.

40
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Figure12 Component revision
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PRODUCT EXPERIENCE
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PE ANALYSIS
aesthetics

Aesthetics is the appreciation of beauty perceived by
human sensory (Schifferstein & Hekkert, 2010). Hence the
aesthetics can be divided into visual, auditory, olfactory
and tactile aesthetics. Appendix8 contains an overview
of the analysis on visual aspects. The taste has no effect

the measurement which can induce an annoying feeling.
olfactory aesthetics

The smell of the Stamp is very neutral which suggests the
product has an objective character. This suits the list of
medical properties.

on the product experience in the product context, and is
neglected in the analysis.
visual

& tactile aesthetics

From the analysis it could be concluded that the Stamp
has a clinical and robust look. The clinical look mainly
results from the the dominance of white and the glossy
finish. Furthermore, the surface is smooth, which implies
it is easy to clean. Lastly, it has a robust look because of
the monolithic and solid shape.
auditory aesthetics

Auditory elements of the Stamp are copied from prevalent
digital thermometers. Current digital thermometers often
make highly pitched piezoelectric beeper sounds during
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Figure13 Stamp

Robust look

Smooth and glossy finishing

High-pitched sound

Neutral odor

Figure14 Aesthetic analysis results
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semantics

The Stamp was associated with an alarm clock

The goal of the semantics analysis is to determine

instead of a thermometer by 8 out of 10 IDE

qualities of the product in terms of adjectives and

students who were quickly asked to give their

extract product features with which design can control

opinion about the Stamp and,

semantics. To analyze the initial concept on a semantic
level the following questions about the concept were
preferred to be answered:
1

Can you recognize and categorize the product and
its features?

2

Are there product features that are ambiguous?

3

Does the product context change the associations
you have with the product?

4

What kind of associations does your product have
in general in its current state? How can you improve
this?

The visual findings and answers on these questions are
enclosed in Appendix8 The two most striking conclusions
were that:
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1

2

The product appearance and interaction is clumsy
and aggressive.

The extracted affective product features are determined
by the conceptual network method (Özcan, 2011) which
is discussed in the PE synthesis part of the PE process in
Appendix8.

emotions

The user has a certain concern within the product context
which could be satisfied or dissatisfied by the product’s
stimuli. The effect of the stimuli on the concern results in a

emotion

particular emotion (Figure15). To determine the product’s
stimuli the concerns and motivations of the stakeholders
are analyzed. The main stakeholders within this product
context are the health care worker and the patient and
their concerns can be summarized in a concern matrix
which can be found in Appendix8.

appraisal

conflict in concerns

In conclusion, the concern of the health care worker is to
maintain and grow credibility. Hence, the product must
induce the feeling of pride and professionalism. The
main concern of the patient is that he or she wants to feel

concern

stimuli

being cared for. The current health care worker - patient
interaction only satisfies the concerns of the health care
worker and neglects the needs of the patient.
Figure15 Emotions model
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trustworthiness

Although the Stamp has a robust
expression - which is preferred - it
does not evoke a professional and
accurate feeling.

aggressive approach

recognition

The approach can be experienced

The Stamp has a medical finishing

as aggressive which induces a

but is not recognizable as a medical

feeling of fear from the patient’s

measuring device.

perspective. This is mainly caused
by the stamp metaphor.
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Figure16 Emotions analysis result

PE VISION
On overall level it is preferred to have a clinical
and robust expression to gain credibility
from the VHT worker.
At the same time, the nurse-patient interaction
and product expression is preferred to be more

caring for the patient.

This aesthetic duality is beautifully illustrated by the Eadgle Ray. Its soft, calm,
light side contrasts with its rough, dark side, while the whole is still unified.
The Eagle Ray is a metaphorical example of the twofold product experience
of the thermometer, satisfying both the patient and the VHT worker in their
emotions.
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EXPLORATION OF ENVISIONED AESTHETICS
exploration of affective product features

clinical

The product experience goals are extracted from the

The thermometer has a medical purpose. Therefore it is

initial concept analysis and the implementation of

preferred that the exterior design has an international

the goals is explored. The desired semantic values are

and contemporary clinical appearance. The products

translated into an aesthetic language. This exploration

from Figure17 were used to extract product features

can again be categorized into aesthetics, semantics and

that express this clinical aesthetic. From the analysis

emotions. This sections describes how it is tried to realize

the following product features were determined to be

the product experience goals.

determinative for a medical appearance:

mood boards

•

A solid white surface

•

A smooth and glossy finish

•

Symmetric contours

•

A clearly seperate grip part and measuring part

On micro level, the goal is to determine the tangible
product features that affect the expression and feeling
of the thermometer. The wish was to create a clinical,
robust, and caring expression.
Through mood boards products that have established
such aesthetic expression are analyzed. From these
mood boards, enclosed in Appendix9 an aesthetic
language is extracted that is applied to the design of the
thermometer.
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Figure17 Clinical reference products
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robust

harness

over-engineering

(The illusion of) a harness, or shell of some sort, expresses

A made-up phrase for showing or emphasizing structural

physical robustness. Though a harness of any sort often

elements in the design (e.g. screws, bolts, ribs, cranks),

entails a sporty, masculine expression, these are not

over-engineering can enhance actual physical robustness,

necessarily inseparable. Organically shaped, rhythmically

and further increase perception thereof.

detailed meshes can create a quieter, yet still robust image.
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monolith

weight distribution

Robust products are typically free of protrusions, pointy

To enhance the sense of robustness the product’s weight

edges and corners, which could be expected to break.

should be in accordance with, or even slightly exceed

The more shapes are combined or stacked, and the less

the visually expected weight. When the center of mass

they are merged to a compact whole, the more fragile the

lies in the grip of the user’s hand, this is also expected to

product seems. A monolithic shape enhances physical

improve the user experience.

robustness, as well as a sense of dust-, impact-, and/or
water resistance.
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caring

curved surfaces

& edges

Sloping, lightly double-curved surfaces give a gentle

Blue and green are calm colors and express a certain

character to a solid shape. Sharp, defined edges add a

sense of serenity. Caring in this sense equals calm, and

touch of sincerity to the shape, which would otherwise

certainly not agressive or childish. The sense of serenity

quickly be perceived as childish and cheap, when

and professionalism can be further enahnced by a low

rounded edges are used. 90-degree-angle fillets should

saturation.

be avoided, and chamfered edges should be used

Colors like these can be used as accent color

instead. As Figure18 shows, this observation can be used

complementary to white.

to balance a ‘caring’ and ‘robust’ expression.
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low-saturated blue-green hues

Figure18 Caring and robust
The soap bar on the left expresses a soft, feminine kind of

The soap bar on the right is a striking example of such aesthetic

carefulness, using double-curved surfaces, a soft oval shape and

expression. Unsurprisingly, the rightmost soap bar is part of the

soft edges. ‘Care’ can be, but is however not necessarily related

masculine product line of the same brand as the leftmost example.

to femininity. Targeting both male and female VHTs in a generally
masculine society (Rarick et al., 2013), the aim is to keep the caring
identity, though combine it with a less feminine expression, as for
instance the speaker shown in the middle, which at the same time
serves as an example of elegant robustness.
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EXPLORATION OF ENVISIONED SEMANTICS
The main adjective within the semantic goals is ‘caring’.
The goal is to determine product features which induce
a caring feeling.

results

Going through the conceptual network (Figure19) it can

conceptual network method

be seen that there has been chosen for a mother-sick

For the semantics analysis the conceptual network

child interaction as an inspiration to derive the right

method (Özcan, 2011) is used to determine affective

product features. The situation which is used as an

product features which induce a caring feeling. Firstly

inspiration is the situation where a mother has to take

the main quality - also called main concept - must be

care of her sick child.

determined for the Stamp. Note that the word concept
is the right term to use in semantics and that it refers
to an abstract concept. From this starting point several
sub properties can be derived to help us understand the
main concept. The third step is to see which emotions
are involved in the particular sub concepts. After this, a
situation is defined which could elicit this emotion. For
the situation an event with its physical components
can be chosen to describe the situation. At last
physical product features are derived from the physical
components which show how design can influence the
semantics. The explanation of the conceptual network
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method is also shown in Appendix8.

Supportive
Open
Soft

Caring

Gentle

Loving

Touched

Helping someone unconditionally

A mother
caring for her
sick child

Ti
- Checking
regularly/once in
a while
- Checking on
demand

- Repetition
- Non-continuous
- Irregular
intervals

A guy complimenting a
beautiful
lady

Inactively
being
entertained

Seeing
someone
after a long
time

Flirting
on a date

Relaxed

Happiness

Charmed

A soldier coming
home to his
family from a
dangerous
mission abroad

Going to a
stand up
comedian
show

Getting a
massage

Release
of mental
pressure

Being finished
with a tough
deadline for
work

Cr

Ac

Ob

Lo

Mothers and
sick children

Mother (active):
- Stroking
- Feeding
- Measuring temperature
Child (passive):
- Laying down
- Sleeping

- The mother’s hand
- Thermometer
- Glass of water
- Plate with food
- Blanket
- Couch/bed

- Living room
- Bedroom

- Curved shapes
- Soft
- Warm

- Fluid (stroking)
- Soft contact
- Large contact
surface

- Enclosed
- Flexible
- Supportive

- Broad
- Clear (daylight)
- Active

Figure19 Semantics conceptual network
“Possible directions for feature manipulation.”
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conclusion
caring product features

The following extracted product features affect the caring
experience of the thermometer:

Soft touch
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Small grip

soft touch

small grip

For establishing a soft touch a smooth surface finishing

Design a small grip size where the forefinger, middle

or a soft material can be used. (Micro)

finger and thumb are used. (Micro)

Gentile approach

Hand metaphor

gentle approach

caring hand metaphor

Encourage user to use a gentile approach. (Macro and

The stamp metaphor of the initial concept evoked a

Overall)

negative association during the initial concept analysis.
The stamp approach was thought to be too aggressive
and intimidating. With the new inspiration there has
been chosen to use a hand as a metaphor instead of a
stamp.
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EXPLORATION OF ENVISIONED EMOTIONS
The goal is to encourage the health care worker to use a
measuring approach which is pleasant and pleasing for
both health care worker and patient.
user research

To determine what is actually perceived as comfortable
by the patient, a small research on a nurse-patient
interaction has been conducted (Appendix8). The
complete research can be found in the delivered AEF
report.
pleasant approach for nurse and patient

A standing measurement position is preferred for the
nurse because this position causes minimal load on the
lower back and it makes the nurse feel in control of the
situation. For the patient it was most comfortable to
have a sideways approach. In this way the eyesight of
the patient is kept clear so he or she can overview the
situation and keep eye contact with the nurse.
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Figure20 Measurement approach research
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PE SYNTHESIS
The striking findings of the analysis and exploration
phase are the starting point of the form conceptualization
and embodiment which is referred to as the synthesis
phase in this report. The synthesis phase is a process
of many iterations. It started with a three-dimensional
orientation of the internal components, forming a
product architecture. Around this architecture, different
outlines and orientations were sketched. Early sketches
aimed at what (Muller, 1990) described as denotation and
connotation. The thermometer should be recognized
as – denote to – a medical thermometer, with a robust,
professional, and caring connotation. The PE analysis,

3D
mock-ups

goals, and exploration all served to build a library of
product features that are used to accomplish this.
Through iterative sketching, modeling, CAD modeling,
and rapid prototyping, the thermometer was shaped,
refined, and detailed to reach its final form, constantly
confirming whether the PE vision had not been lost out

First sketches
& concepts

of sight.

Figure21 PE synthesis process
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Initiation

Conceptualization

First 3D
modelling

Connotation
& denotation

Detailed 3D
modelling

Rapid prototyping

Design optimization
Final prototyping
Final validation

Embodiment

Validation
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result

Blue - The color blue is perceived as a neutral color.

This section discusses the whole product experience of

However in the product context the blue may not be too

the final product on the three levels: micro, macro, and

dark, because it will get close to black. On the other hand

overall.

it may not be too bright to prevent a childish look and on top of white and light grey - loss of contrast.

micro
color

thermometer the final color was chosen. The variations

The chosen colors for the thermometer are white

can be found in Appendix8.

(patient-side), grey (VHT-side) and blue (details).
White - For the casing on the patient-side there has been
chosen for a white glossy color. This induces a clean
and pure expression which has a calming effect on the
patient. This also evokes a caring feeling.
Grey - The VHT-side has a grey tint - inspired from metal,
concrete and stone - which gives the thermometer a
robust expression. The shape transitions are significantly
more visible with respect to shape transitions on a white
surface, so that the use cues are more prominently
present (Robertson, 2012).
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By trying to create many color variations on the

cranking sound

The role of the cranking sound is particular relevant for
the experience of the patient. Appendix8 contains a small
research on the level of comfort of charging sounds of
various reference products. This study showed choosing
that the sound of a winding charging mechanism was
preferred over the squeezing mechanism sounds. Most
preferred was a lubricated gear system. However, from a
manufacturing and cost perspective, lubrication proved
not to be feasible for this design.

Figure22 Product rendering
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intended grip

& grip surfaces

To encourage the nurse to use this measuring approach
some subtle use cues were adapted into the exterior
design:
•

The chamfers on the patient side of the casing

•

The grip texture on the indentations and the handle
of the crank

•

The positioning of the button

The combination of the shaped chamfers, the grip texture
on it and the positioning of the button encourages
the nurse to hold the thermometer in such a way that
the forefinger and the middle finger are placed on the
indentations and the thumb is placed on the grip surface
on the handle - as visualized in Figure23.

macro
caring interaction

The final design contains many product features described in the micro level part - which either encourage
the user to hold the thermometer in the intended
manner or use a subtle measuring approach which can
be perceived as caring.
use flow

The designed cranking mechanism is particularly
designed so the user has a smooth user flow. As the
user takes the handle out to crank it, the user has to
fold it back. During this last action the thumb is already
positioned in such a way that the thermometer is ready
to use.

Hand metaphor
Not only the measuring approach is based on the hand
metaphor but also the orientation of the thermometer
and the contact surface around the infrared sensor.
When a mother or nurse measures the temperature with
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Charge by cranking

Folding back

Ready to use

Figure23 Intended grip
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Falling to the right

Figure24 Balance

the back of the hand the orientation is horizontal placed

the measurement. If the centre of mass was chosen to

on the forehead. The hand touches the forehead with a

be on the other side, the users wrist and forearm had

gentile small area. The same feeling is tried to be adapted

to bear the mass of the thermometer which is highly

into the redesign with the small rounded contact surface

uncomfortable.

around the sensor.

The visual centre of mass is in line with the actual centre

centre of mass

In an early stage when the inside components were
structured the centre of mass of the thermometer is
chosen to be on the handle side (the right side on
Figure24). The reason for this was that the thermometer
will rest in a passive state on the hand of the user during
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of mass. In this way it has a use cue effect. For the user it
is visual and tangible clear where the centre of mass is
located so he or she also can anticipate the intended grip
of the thermometer.

DETAILED DESIGN
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HOUSING
The housing of the thermometer is a multifunctional

there is a uniform wall thickness of 2mm throughout the

part that serves the purpose of stimulating the desired

part, no moving slides have to be included in the mold

interaction, providing clear use affordances, and

design, and all draft angles are 1o or more. The corners

communicating the aesthetic and semantic values. Aside

and overall geometry of the shells are modelled as fluent

from these external properties the housing also holds

as possible to facilitate flow and thereby increase the

and protects the inner parts, is made for assembly, and

quality of the injection-molded parts. The dimensions

makes sure the overall product does not fail or break

are given in the technical package (Appendix11).

during the expected use. The parts close through not only
a form fitting with a raised edge but also four connection
screws. These screws further decrease the chance of dust
or water seeping through the seam, and enhance the
robust appearance of the product.
The housing consists of two different shells which are
hereafter described as the ‘patient’ shell and the ‘VHT’
shell, referring to the two user groups interacting with
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patient shell: geometry and functioning

The patient shell is the largest part of the product,
holding the various internal components. It is the starting
point for assembly, and has the largest roundings. A
shiny finish and white color is chosen to emphasize the
medical character of this side. Figure26 shows the most
important features of this part.

either side. This corresponds to both the purpose and

inside

the direction of the product. During the designing of

Clear locations for the sensor, button, dynamo and gears

the parts inspiration and design solutions were gained

are present. The screw busses have an internal diameter

from benchmarking against existing similar products

of 2.5mm. This way, the M3 screws can be screwed into

(Figure25). Both parts are modelled in such a way that

the part. Ribs increase the overall strength and stiffness

Figure25 Benchmark product
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of the product. The indent the crank is folded away in is

a West African P5 woman and P95 Male can comfortably

cut through the whole casing. This way, the crank can

reach and press it, see Appendix12 for the anthropometry

easily be picked up. Another benefit is that this way no

elaboration. Through the use of a raised ridge the patient

mold cavity slide needs to be used.

shell is shoved over the VHT shell. It is expected that the

outside

The ‘head’ of the part is elevated and broad to indicate
the forehead usage. Inside this ‘head’ the IR sensor can
be seen. The sensor is sunken to keep the sensor at the

of the time, since this is a more flat side. By using this
raised ridge and this orientation it is less likely that dust
or moisture will seep through the casing in this position.

right distance when measuring. On the inside an indent

vht shell: geometry and functioning

is made to guide the sensor during assembly, to provide

The VHT shell is a thin, but stiff and strong part. It

support, and to make sure the sensor can be glued in.

supports the gears, and closes the assembly. A shiny

The housing is detailed with two textured faces for

plastic and light grey/silver look is chosen for this part to

affordance and grip. These faces steer the user into a

emphasize the functionalism and credibility of this side,

certain desired way of holding the product as part of

and give the VHT worker a sense of professionalism and

the product experience and ergonomics. The texture

authority. Figure27 shows the most important features of

is chosen to be rough to increase ease of cleaning the

the VHT shell.

product and decrease the accumulation of dirt. The same
texture is repeated in the design of the crank to provide
clear affordances on how to hold and use the product.
The location of the button is chosen in such a way that
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thermometer will be placed lying on the VHT side most

inside

The inner part of the VHT shell contains three gear
holders, sunken screw holes, ribs and a holder for the

IR Sensor Hole
Button Hole

Indent Handle

Texture

Uniform Wall Thickness

Lowered Ridge

Gear Holders

Screw Holders

Figure26 Detailed housing design - patient shell

Extra Ribs

#Patient Shell
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button part. It also contains an inlay designed to glue

material

in a protective cover for the LCD. This part ensures that

We recommend the housing and crank to be

the LCD is not damaged during use and that the casing is

manufactured out of an injection molded PC/ABS blend.

dust and waterproof.

The considerations set out in Appendix13 were discussed

outside

The screw holes are sunken into the part. This way
they don’t interfere with the usage and image of the
thermometer. The screen and crank part are raised from
the surface to increase their visibility. When the crank
is attached to the housing it forms a continuous line
throughout the shape. The screen is sunken into this
elevation to decrease the chance of damaging the LCD
screen, but also to visually attract the eye to it. Another
feature is the sunken ‘base hole’ in the middle of the part.
This ensures that the rotating base of the crank is easily
assembled and can only rotate during normal use. The
outer indent makes sure that the handle can freely rotate
over the casing. On the grip side the cutaway shape of
the knob stimulates the user to return and fold away the
handle to its original position.
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with consultation of healthcare specialists of SABIC
Innovative Plastics. The material selection is therefore
based on, but not limited to the portfolio of SABIC
Innovative Plastics.
A PC/ABS blended resin is an amorphous thermoplastic,
and combines excellent flow properties, dimensional
stability, and colorability of Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene with higher strength and impact resistance of
Polycarbonate. It is produced by an enormous variety
of petrochemical companies in often several grades
(e.g. flame-retardant, high impact, high-heat, and
biocompatible). An available biocompatible grade
is optional, and should be considered if during nextgeneration development or redesign of the thermometer
FDA/ISO compliance (medical acknowledgement) is
required. General grades can be selected for slight

Sunken Screw Hole

Handle Cut-Out

Uniform Wall Thickness
Raised Ridge

Button Holder

Gear Support

Figure27 Detailed housing design - VHT shell

Inlay for LCD Protector

#VHT Shell
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C Y C O L O Y ™ L U P O Y ® WONDERLOY®
C1200HF
SABIC IP
Asia Pacific
High Flow

PC- C Y C O L O Y ™

HI5002A
LG Chem Ltd.
Asia Pacific
G e n e r a l

345
Chi Mei Corp.
Asia Pacific
High Flow

HC1204HF
SABIC IP
North America
Biocompatible

Specific gravity (g/ 1.15

Purpose
1.11

1.10

1.15

cm )
Yield Strength (MPa) 2
Izod impact (J/m) 3

54.9
560

49.0
480

57.0
580

Manufacturer
Availability
Features

3 1

1

ASTM D792

2

ASTM D638

3

ASTM D256

differences

in

material

57.2
590

Figure28 Housing material selection

properties,

manufacturer,

different suppliers and grades. High-flow grades

location availability, color availability and material price.

are recommended, as the thermometer housing is

Figure28 is a comparison of different trade names of

considered a thin-walled, and detailed part. CYCOLOY™

general purpose PC/ABS blends, and Sabic CYCOLOY™

C1200HF will serve as a benchmark recommendation,

biocompatible grade PC/ABS.

also for color selection.

Material properties differ to some extent between
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production

Technical Package. This will increase the total costs of

The total batch size is estimated at > 100.000 pieces,

the design, but are essential for the proper functioning

making injection molding economically feasible. To

of the product. Optimization steps in consultation with

reduce the total costs for production it is suggested to

manufacturers can however still be done regarding:

combine both the VHT and patient parts, and the base

- Cooling channels in the mold

and handle part into a single mold. If possible with the

- Flow through the mold

final manufacturer it is suggested to multiply the parts in

- Placement of ejector pins and runners

one mould, making two or four double parts at once.

- draft angles, wall thickness and tolerances of the ribs

The housing of the thermometer was deliberately

The precise variables used for injection molding such

designed to keep the mold as simple as possible

as cooling time, cycle time, closing pressure, holding

reducing production costs. Cavities are only in the

time, will have to be established in conversation with the

release direction, eliminating the need for expensive

manufacturer.

slides. The material chosen is amorphous and tends to
have relatively low shrinkage and great flow, providing
increased dimensional stability and a decreased cooling
time, ultimately reducing the cycle time and totals costs.
All parts are single colored so that more complex and
expensive injection molding techniques are not needed.
There are however critical tolerances and surfaces
roughness values that need attention, see Appendix11:

costs

The cost price for the two casing parts is based on
quotations from three different manufacturers in China,
see Appendix14. The material costs are included in the
quotation, together with the manufacturing cost of the
injection molded parts and the molds. Because the two
casing parts are made in one mold, only one payment
of $3300 is requested for the manufacturing of the mold.
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For a batch size of 100.000 pieces the average price for
the VHT-side housing is $0.23 (€0.17). The patient-side

summary:

housing has a larger volume and therefore costs a little

patient

bit more: $0.28 (€0.20).

Injection molded part

finish

To keep costs to a minimum, the surface roughness is
recommended to match the standard surface roughness
reached with injection molding a glossy part.

Costprice: €0.20
Material: ABS/PC blend
Material Trade Name: Cycoloy C1200HF by Sabic
Color: White
Color code:
Weight: 27.4gr

VHT
Injection molded part
Costprice: €0.17
Material: ABS/PC blend
Material Trade Name: Cycoloy C1200HF by Sabic
Color: Silver/grey
Color code:
Weight: 17.9
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CRANK MECHANISM
The crank is an essential part as it is critical for the
functioning of the product. It is used to charge the
thermometer and hold it for measurement. Consequently,
it has to have a good, comfortable grip. Furthermore it is
the only external moving part, meaning it has to withstand
various external forces, and is vulnerable to mechanical
failure if badly designed. It is for all these reasons that
it has to be carefully designed to be able to endure its
required lifetime.
The crank of the thermometer consists of two different
parts, which will hereafter be named ‘base’ and ‘handle’.
The base is the part that fits through the VHT shell and
connects the driving gear to the handle. The handle is the
part the user holds to charge the device, and provides grip
for the thumb. Both parts are 2mm thick and have draft
angles of 1o or more. Figure29 gives an overview of both
parts and its most important features.
A comparison was made between using a single crank
part or split the part into a handle and base. Although the
single part would have cost less and the overall strength
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and stiffness could be higher, a decision was made for a

fit through the VHT shell onto the driving gear. The base

separate base and handle. This was mainly done so that

will be fixed in the vertical direction through the use of a

the two parts could move independently and the handle

clamp around a small rim, and in the horizontal direction

could be tucked away into the housing. This way the

through form fitting of the VHT shell. Lastly there is an

aesthetical appeal is improved, the chance of breaking

axis hole that connects the base to the crank, and makes

the crank reduced, and the cranking comfort increased.

sure that the crank can be folded and tucked into the

base: geometry and functioning
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housing.

The base part transfers the delivered energy of the

crank: geometry and functioning

user from the handle to the gears. It therefore should

The crank completes the design to a solid shape when

be able to withstand various different forces during

tucked into the housing, it creates the opportunity to

its lifetime. To make sure that the handle does not

charge the thermometer, and it provides a thumb grip

slide over the VHT shell and to increase the comfort of

during measurement. On the topside the texture used

cranking, a small angle is built in to elevate the crank

in the patient shell is repeated to provide affordance

slightly when unfolded. The topside of the base has

for proper use of the thermometer. A slight indent in

a hexagonal shaped hole into which fits a standard

the shape of a thumb guides it into a certain direction,

size (M5) hex key. This is for two reasons: To make sure

which once again suggests the intended use. The overall

that the thermometer can still be used with a hex key

shape of the crank is designed in such a way that it not

should the crank break, and to make sure that the wall

only fits the rest of the design of the thermometer, but

thickness of the base stays uniform in all directions.

is also able to withstand the various forces that act on

At the bottom of the crank axis sits a hexagonal gap to

the part during use. The handle is tapered away from

Axis Hole

Handle Angle Guide

Hole for Fastener
the point at which the highest forces act,
and has a ribbed U-shaped cross-section
that ensures the part’s high mechanical

#Handle Base

Gear Connection

strength and stiffness, while still having
wall thicknesses of 2mm. A rubber cap
will cover the hole on the topside of
the handle to close the gap. Lastly, the
handle has a clear visually pleasing and
unpleasing side. This also directs the

Thumb Indent
Texture

user into tucking the handle into the part
after charging the device.

Axis Holes

material

The material of the crank and base are
identical to the housing.
production

Almost all of the topics described in

Uniform Wall Thickness

Chapter## Housing: Material apply to this
section as well. The main difference is that
using sliders could not be avoided due to

Ribs
Figure29 Crank detailed design

#Handle
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cavities in different orientations. Another difference is
that the total size of the crank is about an eighth of that

summary:

of the housing shells, which influences different injection

handle

molding factors such as cycle time, holding pressure,

Injection molded part

and cooling time. These are to be discussed with the

Costprice: €0.11

manufacturer.

Material: ABS/PC blend

costs

The cost price for the handle and base is also based on
the quotation of Xiamen Sinyo Solution. The mold is
easier to manufacture, and therefore it costs $300 dollar

Material Trade Name: Cycoloy C1200HF by Sabic
Color: Desatured Dark Blue
Color code: #2F418F
Weight: 4.1 gr

less than the mold for the housing. The parts also have

base

a smaller volume, resulting in a cost price of just $0.15

Injection molded part

(€0.11) for the crank and $0.13 (€0.10) for the base. See

Costprice: €0.10

Appendix14 for the received quotations.

Material: ABS/PC blend
Material Trade Name: Cycoloy C1200HF by Sabic
Color: Desatured Dark Blue
Color code: #2F418F
Weight: 2.1 gr
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BUTTON
The crank and the button are the only moving parts of

and cheaper than silicon materials. Furthermore it also

the product. The button therefore is the only part that

has excellent alcoholic and hydro-resistant properties.

the VHT can and should use to measure temperature.

Production

Regarding the button, what is most important is that it
takes almost no force to press, that it securely closes the
gap, and that it survives through time.

Geometry and functioning
The button fits into the casing through form fitting, as it is
slightly bigger than the gap it fits into. The button is made
of elastic material, it can easily be assembled and fit into

The part will be bought from suppliers in China. The part
will be injection molded.

Costs
The button will cost $0.07 (€0.05), covering the material
and mold costs. The cost price is based on the costs of a
similar custom made button.

the gap. At the inside of the patient shell it is glued into an
indent. Furthermore it is also form fitted by means of the
electrical button component behind it.

Material
The material of the button is a thermoplastic elastomer
(TPE). A thermoplastic elastomer is a plastic that is easily
manufactured because of its material properties, and
its mechanical properties make it a durable rubber-like
material, less susceptible to cracking than natural rubber,

Summary
Injection molded part
Costprice: €0.05
Material: TPE
Color: Desatured Dark Blue
Color code: #2F418F
Weight: 0.7gr
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ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY
components

The thermometer utilizes many electronic components,
of which this section provides a detailed overview. Due
to prototyping demands and limitations, the designed
circuit uses several components that would ultimately be
integrated in a PCB with a dedicated chip for the actual
product. This circuit will be explained in CHAPTER### as
part of the final prototype.
dynamo

The dynamo translates the movement of the hand crank
via the gears into an alternating current (AC). A 3-phase 3V
dynamo has been chosen over a small DC motor, due to its
small size, efficiency, and low cost. It is mounted without a
pre-assembled gear train in order to allow optimal use of
the space within the thermometer.

H-bridge
As the dynamo delivers AC while the power storage needs
direct current (DC) to charge, an H-bridge consisting of
several diodes is placed between them to convert the AC
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into DC. Diodes only allow current to go through in one

Because the dynamo gives a fluctuating voltage

direction, and are cheap and durable components. They

depending on how fast the crank is rotated, the maximum

are placed directly on the PCB.

voltage of the capacitor is higher than the normal voltage

zener diode

In order to prevent overload of the capacitor and block

microcontroller

the flow of current beyond a safe value, Zener diodes are

A microchip serves as the brain of the circuit. It is

placed on the PCB at the end of the H-bridge instead of

powered with 3V from the capacitor, and controls the

regular diodes.

IR sensor, LCD driver, piezoelectric buzzer and LEDs. For

capacitor

Power is stored within an electrolytic supercapacitor with
a capacitance of 1 Farad and max supply voltage of 5.5V.
As soon as the capacitor has received enough charge, it
starts transferring a voltage of around 3V to the microchip
and other components. The capacitor is placed directly
on the PCB. Electrolytic (super)capacitors have a high
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of the dynamo to prevent damage.

the prototype an ATMEGA328 microcontroller has been
used, because of its ease in use for programming and
prototyping. However, the production model will use a
much smaller microcontroller with similar capabilities.
If the microcontroller does not have an internal 16 MHz
crystal oscillator, this part needs to be added to the PCB
separately, as it is needed for the LCD driver.

storage capacity, are relatively low cost and have a very

IR sensor

low decrease in capacitance over time, making it ideal for

The Melexis MLX90614 infrared sensor is used to sense IR

a low-power device with a long lifespan (“Ultracapacitor

radiation of the forehead. It is powered with 3V via the

& Supercapacitor Frequently Asked Questions,” n.d.).

microchip.

LCD

communicating the measurement interpretation, an

The measured temperature is displayed on a seven-

RGB LED is placed near the LCD screen. It consists of 3

segment backlit LCD with 3 digits, a decimal dot, a

integrated LEDs (Red, Green and Blue) and is powered

Celsius sign, and smiley signs. The LCD is powered with

via the microcontroller. Resistance is placed in series

3V via the LCD driver.

with the LED.

LCD driver

PCB

The LCD driver, a separate microchip, is connected to

The H-bridge, Zener diodes, capacitor, microcontroller,

the LCD to control its output. The driver is powered and

IR sensor, LCD driver and display, piezoelectric buzzer,

controlled by the microcontroller with 3V. The driver is

and LED with additional resistors and small capacitors

often mounted directly onto the PCB.

are all SMDs mounted to a Printed Circuit Board (PCB),

piezoelectric buzzer

A Piezoelectric buzzer is used for communication using
sound, to indicate for instance that the device switches
on or that a measurement is complete. It is powered via

on which the wires and layout are printed/etched.
Other components (plaatje: resistor)
Additional resistors and small capacitors are needed to
complete the circuit. These are mounted onto the PCB.

the microcontroller with 3V, and is able to operate on

production

multiple frequencies between 8000 -10000 Hz to produce

All components but the microcontroller and PCB are

different tones.

purchased from electronics manufacturers located

LED
To add a green or red lit background to the display

in China. The microcontroller will be designed and
produced by a company that also programs it, most
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likely the same company that also designs, produces,
and assembles the PCB. This is done because the
programming of a microcontroller is specialized work,
and the PCB layout will need to be adapted according to
the specific microcontroller chosen by the manufacturer.
The PCB will be designed, built, and programmed by a
PCB manufacturer in China using the final prototype
schematics as functional requirements. The assembly of
PCB components on the PCB will likely be done in-house
by the same manufacturer.
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IR sensor
Capacitor
PCB
Microcontroller
Diodes
LCD driver

Figure30 Exploded view electronic components

LCD screen
LED
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SPUR GEARS
The spur gears are a critical part of the thermometer, as

reference, two similar products were used as benchmark

an improperly designed gear train may render the entire

products. The dimensions of their gears were analyzed

product useless.

as shown in Figure30. Using these as reference, and the

Geometry & functioning

optimization parameters and constraints as described

The geometry of the spur gears is dependent on two
critical factors:
•

Module of the teeth, largely influencing the strength
and durability of the gears

•

having .7 module teeth. The train consists of one driving
gear having 45 teeth, and two gears of 35-10 and 37-10
teeth. The latter is connected to the driven pinion gear
attached to the dynamo.

Amount of teeth, influencing the transmission ratio

Material

of the gear train

An ultimate decision is best made in consultancy with

These two parameters control the dimensions of each

a manufacturer, as POM and PA are very similar in

spur gear, constrained by the maximum outer diameter

characteristics, and no huge price differences were found.

set by the available room in the housing. This parametric

Using reference products and the guidelines mentioned

model allows for optimizing each gear for maximum

above, our recommendation is to manufacture the gears

transmission ratio and maximum module, within the

out of PA, such as Zytel®.

size constraints. “Selection of the proper stress level

Production

can best be made based on experience with successful
gear applications of a similar nature (“Gears,” 2000).” As a
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above, the gear train was designed with each gear pair

Custom spur gears are offered in abundance by Chinese
manufacturers, who often use injection molding.

IKEA flashlight
Speed ratio R = (10:35)·(10:28)·(10:29) = 1 : 28.4
Crank: 40mm

0.7 mod

N = 35

1 -> 0.5 mod

N = 25

N = 28
N =10

N = 29
N =10

N = 10

Black flashlight
Speed ratio R = (10:25)·(10:33)·(10:34)·(19:41) = 1 : 61.7
Crank: 55mm

Proposal 1:1

N = 33
N =10

N = 34
N =10

N = 41
N = 10

N = 10

120mm

51mm

mod .7
45 > 10-35 > 10-37 > 10
speed ratio: R = 1:55

Figure31 Gear train detailed design
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Costs
Costs of spur gears are difficult to estimate, as a wide
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summary:

variety of suppliers are available. Furthermore, spur

spur gears

gears are often offered in combination with a dynamo,

Injection molded part

as a gear train assembly. Total costs for this subassembly

Costprice: €0.15

can best be acquired through quotations. A quick review

Material: PA6 blend

of offered prices lead to an estimation of no more than

Material Trade Name: Zylon® by DuPont

$0.05 per gear.

Color: White (natural)
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ASSEMBLY
In this chapter the assembly of the thermometer is
described, using the final prototype to explain the different
assembly steps. The final prototype does not completely
represent the final design. However, the details of every
assemble step are addressed in the corresponding
paragraphs. For an overview of the total assembly, see
Figure32.
assembly scheme

The assembly scheme (Figure33) shows the different
assembly lines: the main assembly line, the sub-assembly
of the crank and the sub-sub-assembly of the top casing.
Also the assembly time is calculated using the article:
“Design for Assembly, Handmontage” by Philips, see
Appendix15. The total assembly of the thermometer
takes 115.6 seconds. The next paragraphs describe the
assembly steps in detail, using the final prototype pictured
in Figure34.
main assembly line

In the main assembly line the final product is assembled.

Figure32 Assembly drawing
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Figure33 Assembly schematic
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installing

were the main parts of the product are injection molded.

Most electronic components are already fixed to the PCB,

The custom manufactured PCB and LCD are send to

like the sensor, the display and the super capacitor. Before

the assembly facilities of Genesis, just like the other

the PCB module is mounted, a little glue is put around

components.

the sensor for a tight seal. The dynamo and switch are

assembling the dynamo

not directly connected with the PCB, but are connected

(1, 2, 3)

Most parts are assembled directly in the bottom casing,
the casing of the patient side. The dynamo is the first
component to be mounted inside the casing. The

through wires. After connecting the dynamo and switch
to the PCB, the whole PCB module is mounted inside the
casing using three screws.

(8, 9)

manufacturer delivers the dynamo pre-mounted on a

assembling the gears

metal plate. The dynamo operates with strong centrifugal

The gears fit over the previous mounted gear shafts,

force; therefore the dynamo is securely fixed to the casing

starting with the biggest gear in the middle of the casing.

using 4 screws.

Then the other gears are mounted, working from the left

assembling gear shafts, button and switch
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PCB and components (6, 7)

This will be done at Genesis Technology, the same place

(4, 5)

to the right.

The shafts for the gears are pressed into the bottom

assembling sub- to main assembly

(15, 16, 17, 18)

casing. The TPE button is mounted to the casing from the

Before the top casing is aligned with the bottom casing,

inside out. The head of the electrical switch fits inside the

a rubber seal is placed in between. The rubber seal fits in

button. Later, the button and switch will be kept firmly in

a slot on the bottom half. When mounting the top casing,

place by the top casing.

the base of the crank falls in the center gear. The two

Figure34 Assembly steps >
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casing halves are attached together using 4 screws with

mounted from the inside. To ensure a proper fix and seal,

rubber rings

a little glue is put around the edges.

sub-assembly
assembling the crank

(10, 11)

The crank consists of three parts that have to be
assembled, the handle, the base and a little axle that
connects both parts. The holes in the handle have to
be aligned with the holes in the base. Then the axle is
pressed through. The holes in the handle are slightly
smaller than the hole through the base. In this way the
axle is fixed to the handle and free to turn in the base.
sub-sub-assembly
installing crank

(12, 13)

The base of the crank fits through the top casing from the
outside. On the inside the crank is mounted using a lock
ring. The lock ring snaps into a slot around the base.
assembling screen protector

(14)

The screen protector fits tightly in the casing and is
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PROTOTYPING
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DEMONSTRATION PROTOTYPE
casing and gears

movement range, giving a different interaction. The final

To validate design requirements and demonstrate the

product would attach the sensor to the PCB instead of

functionality of the design, a prototype has been made

the casing, without need for additional wires through

resembling the actual design as it is proposed.

the casing, making the bus for the sensor obsolete. The

The final model has been 3D printed in a high-accuracy

PCB will require additional busses for attachment to the

Objet printer and has been sanded and spray painted

casing.

to match the texture and color of the final product. The

The casing of the final prototype would be made of

gears and button were used from a rechargeable IKEA

injection molded CYCOLOY™ C1200HF or similar, having

flashlight. Metal pins were used as axis for the gears and

a smoother texture than the 3D printed casing. Also, the

handle. The sensor has been connected to the circuit

looks of the injection molded casing will be different

with wires. The wall thickness of the final prototype is

from the prototype in hue and finish. The 3D printed

comparable the actual product, meaning that the 3D

prototype is not suited for drop tests and the like due to

model could be used to perform analyses in SolidWorks.

the difference in material properties.

differences with final product

The actual product will use gears of a more optimal
size to ensure optimal power conversion, meaning that
the position of the axis busses will need to be adjusted,
albeit slightly. The same goes for the button, which
will be different of shape and which will have a smaller
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electronics

pin, 7-segment LCD with a separate 40-pin MM5453 LCD

The inside and outside components of the final prototype

driver. The used infrared sensor is the Melexis MLX90614,

have been developed in parallel. While the outside part

the capacitors and resistors are standard components

such as the casing and crank have been developed

that are available from many manufacturers. No PCB has

in iterations that finally resulted in the final casing,

been used due to its difficulty for prototyping, instead

the main electronic components have been decided

the components are placed on a perforated prototyping

upon relatively early in the process. As the final circuit

board with wires connecting the parts. To be able to

programming and layout would have to be done by

position the driver and LCD efficiently, headers have

professionals, the main challenge for the final prototype

been placed on the prototyping board to elevate these

electronics was therefore how to create a working circuit

parts.

with these main components that would fit into the
prototype. This way it serves as both a proof of concept
and a tool to facilitate testing of the thermometer user
interaction, but as source for manufacturers of the final
electronics.
The

final

prototype

utilizes

a

ATMEGA328P

microcontroller, programmed via an Arduino Uno and a
programming shield. The dynamo in the circuit is used
from a rechargable IKEA flashlight with a retail price of
€3,99. The used LCD screen consists of a static 4-digit, 40-
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differences with final product

The powering system of dynamo combined with a
capacitor works as it would in the actual product.
The sensor is the sensor that will be used in the actual
product as well. The microcontroller would likely be
an optimized, slimmed down model, as the current
ATMEGA328 chip has more functions and capacities
than the thermometer circuit requires. The LCD will likely
be a different type with an integrated driver, chosen to
match with the final microcontroller. The capacitors and

resistors are equal to the components that will be used

it functions in many of the intended interactions with

in the actual product. In the actual product, the PCB will

the user. The user is able to charge the device, take a

take much less space than the perforated circuit board,

measurement and read the displayed temperature.

as there are no wires and headers needed and both of

The product experience can be evaluated with the final

the chips will be smaller.

prototype, taking into account that the finishing of the

Due to the use of prototyping components and

casing will differ somewhat from the prototype.

connection, the LCD display sometimes receives
interference from the other wires and displays false
messages. Due to prototyping possibilities, the prototype
does not show when it is charged enough, but it is fully
functional in taking temperature measurements and
displaying them with numbers and a green or red light.
conclusion

The final prototype shows that the intended functional
elements fit into the casing and are able to function
as intended. When the design is optimized for final
production, fitting the components will be easier as
several of them will be smaller and the circuit will be
more compact.
It is suited for validation in user interaction because

Figure35 Electronics prototype
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Figure37 Final prototype
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Figure36 Final prototype circuitry
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VALIDATION
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VALIDATION
This chapter describes the virtual as well as the practical

concerning strength and stiffness simulation onto

tests that have been conducted in order to validate the

several critical parts by making use of SolidWorks. A

final thermometer onto several important requirements

drop test for determining the casing strength, strength

set at the start of the project. These validations will be

and stiffness simulations concerning handle parts and a

done on various domains such as: mechanical properties,

injection moulding analysis have been carried out. The

moldflow, interaction and product experience. The

second part consists of physical validations; validations

following requirements formulated at the start of the

done by making use of the final working prototype in

project are validated in this chapter:

order to validate the interaction and product experience.

1

Appendix16 provides more in depth details and

2

The thermometer is ready to use after a maximum
of 10 seconds.

explanations around the performed validations.

A single measurement should not take longer than

different requirements. Requirements 1 to 7 are splitted

1 min.

and originate from requirement 3. Validation (in main report)

3

The thermometer survives a 1 meter high drop.

4

The production costs will be maximum 5$ a piece.

Table1 shows the results of the validations based on the

As a final conclusion a list of points for improvement
that can be practically implemented during further
development is given in Table2. Although several

Besides these requirements several other areas are

requirements regarding strength and stiffness are

validated. The validation chapter is split into two main

validated, a focus is laid on product use and interaction

parts. The first part consists of virtual validations;

validation, because this has most potential of providing

validations done by making use of a computer

new unexpected information.
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nr

Requirement

Positively/

Improvement suggestions

negatively
validated
Table2
nr
1

Improvements
Part/section
Handle

Table1

Validation overview >

Improvement

Improvements can be done at the ribs of the
handle and at the connection of the cylindrical

finger grip and the flat part of the handle in order
to increase strength and stiffness.

Injection molded
parts

4

Feedback

functionality
Intended holding
position

The casing should be stiff enough; maximum

1.3

The handle should be strong enough; not exceed the

displacement of the casing should not exceed 2 mm
elastic limit of the material
The handle should be stiff enough; maximum

flipping is not obvious to do.

1.5

The handle axis should be strong enough; not exceed

1.6

The handle axis should be stiff enough; maximum

More fluent corners, especially around the ribs
and other extremities. By altering both the
design and the mold, e.g. cold runners, different
drastically be reduced and so cost.

displacement of the handle should not exceed 2 mm
the elastic limit of the material

+
+
-

+

No air gaps when injection moulding

-

use should be implemented in order to let the

improvements could be made by optimizing
shape usage, button and texture placement.

Improvements can be done at the ribs
of the handle and at the connection of
the cylindrical finger grip and the flat
part of the handle.

More fluent corners, especially around
the ribs and other extremities. By

e.g. cold runners, different material, or

The hand is not intuitively kept in the right
participant the position was felt more intuitively

(N/A)

altering both the design and the mold,

prototype/product function more properly.

holding position, but after showing it once to the

(N/A)

+

displacement of the axis should not exceed 0.2 mm

Feedback when the thermometer is ready for

and comfortable. But on the other hand,
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1.2

elastic limit of the material

1.4

material, or decreasing wall thicknesses, this can
3

The casing should be strong enough; not exceed the

Improvements could be made regarding usecues making clear how to use the handle, because
2

1.1

decreasing wall thicknesses, this can
The thermometer is ready to use after a maximum
of 10 seconds.
A single measurement should not take longer than
1 min.
The production costs will be maximum 5$ a piece.

+
+
+_

drastically be reduced.

Figure38 Interaction validation
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ECO-COST / VALUE RATIO
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An eco-cost/value ratio (EVR) analysis should determine

As explained in the introduction, a successful redesign

whether the newly developed infrared thermometer has

should decrease the eco-costs, and at the same time

a better EVR than the mercury-in-glass thermometer.

increase its value.

Described in (Vogtländer, 2013), the EVR is defined as

Considering the eco-costs, an improvement from 2.47 to

the total eco-costs (as analyzed by lifecycle analysis

0.85 (per piece), or 82.92 to 1.13 (over 10 years) has been

(LCA)) divided by the customer perceived value. A better

made. The value has increased from €1.50 to €15.00.

(lower) EVR means decreased eco-costs, while at the

These results support h1, h2, and h3. The results of part 2

same time the perceived value has increased. In line

also show that the surplus value of the human-powered

with the preceding paragraphs, it is aimed for that

concept over the battery-powered concept due to the

the human-powered thermometer has reduced eco-

absence of batteries in a rural context, was recognized by

costs (h1) compared to the mercury thermometer, and

the experts, confirming h4.

an increased perceived value (h2). Furthermore the

The EVR analysis has justified design decisions to

aim has been to decrease eco-costs of the hand-crank

abandon batteries and design a human-powered

thermometer compared to a battery-powered infrared

alternative. At the same time, it has raised awareness of

thermometer over a ten-year span (h3), and increase

the perceived mechanical vulnerability of the concept,

the perceived value through the absence of batteries,

and thereby introduced an opportunity to further

removing recurrent costs (h4).

improve the embodiment for increased value. At the

With the results of the LCA and EVR analysis, the eco-

same time, eco-costs could be further decreased. As the

cost/value ratio for each of the three thermometers

production phase of the LCA of the human-powered

can be calculated and mapped as shown in Figure39.

thermometer accounted for the largest share of the eco-

WTP Comparison
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7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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5
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Eco-cost comparison

3
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1
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0
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70
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2
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0
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Figure39 EVR results; Clockwise: Eco-costs comparison, Willingness-to-Pay comparison, Cost - Price - Value model, Eco-cost / Value Ratio comparison
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costs, the greatest impact could be made by optimizing
size of the parts to reduce weight, especially of electrical
circuitry.

human-powered infrared thermometers.

TOTAL COST PRICE

The total cost for one thermometer will be around €4.30.

The outcome of the willingness-to-pay can be used

This estimation is based on a batch size of 100.000 pieces

to set a limit for the ‘retail’ price of the thermometer.

and includes cost for: material, production, assembly

Other than a commercial product, this non-profit

and transport from Shenzhen to Mombasa.

thermometer does not aim to approach the WTP with

Figure40 shows an overview of the total costs. All parts

the retail price for maximum profit, but rather create

have been appointed in the first two columns. The last

a maximum surplus value to increase the product’s

columns show the total cost per part together with the

appeal as a substitute of mercury thermometers. The

source. The costs are either derived from requested

€15 value of the thermometer relates to what experts

quotations or benchmarked using Alibaba.com. The

would be willing to pay, not what the thermometer

sources, including the quotations, can be found in

actually costs. Combining the estimated cost , price,

Appendix14. The individual component chapters, further

and value of the thermometer, Figure39 (bottom-left) is

in the report, take a closer look on the price per part. The

obtained (Vogtländer, 2013). It shows how the price of the

assembly time results from the findings described in the

thermometer could be set as close to the cost as possible

assembly chapter. The total transport costs are based on

(non-profit), in order to create maximum surplus value.

two different estimations.

This surplus value, having the psychological effect that a
product is conveniently cheaper than one would expect,
should reduce the barrier for the Ugandan government
to replace unfavorable mercury thermometers with
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Figure40 Cost price composition
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DISCUSSION & CONTINUATION
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION
technology: liquid crystal thermometer

in a swiping movement will result in a more accurate

The new human powered thermometer solves the

measurement.

problem definition perfectly. However, there might be a
cheaper and more frugal solution. In the analysis phase,
we found something called a liquid crystal thermometer.
This is a type of thermometer that contains heat-sensitive
(thermochromic) liquid crystals in a plastic strip that
changes color to indicate different temperatures. Further
research should be conducted on these thermometer
strips to find out if they fit the specific user context.

embodiment

The new thermometer is designed in a way that it can
easily be scaled down in size. This would be beneficial
if the components become more compact in further
design cycles, because it would decrease transport costs.
The design of the button has not been finished yet, and
would need further elaboration before production. An
indentation in the button might be beneficial.

measuring accuracy

To improve the thermometers life span, the crank could

The forehead temperature does not fully represent

be connected to the base with a shape connection that

the body’s core temperature. There is a significant

springs loose when heavy forces are applied. This way,

temperature difference that varies on several parameters.

there is less chance on breaking of the axis when it for

The infrared thermometer should be tested in context to

example falls on the ground. A handle base construction

find out what parameters affect the measuring accuracy

or even a lager could be added to prevent wear.

to a certain extent. For a more valid measurement, the

Other recommendations for improved embodiment

thermometer should be swiped over the forehead.

are adding caps around the most extreme points of the

However, the new thermometer is designed to measure

casing to protect it from falling, optimizing the handle

the temperature on one spot. Different measurements

ribs and casing ribs, decreasing the wall thickness of the
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gear and screw holders and decreasing the overall wall

the thermometer look more precious and would protect

thickness of the base part. Lastly, a conjunction of the

the handle. Adding possibilities for customization, like a

finger grip of handle and the flat part of the handle could

transparent strip in which the VTH can place a paper with

be created to prevent water from flowing in.

their name, could further increase their feelings of pride

costs

To decrease costs, more standard components could be
used. Also, the design of the microchip could be designed
and mass produced by a third party.
product experience

Areas for improvement could be the display and lights,
as they are currently evaluated as neutral to slightly
negative. Overall, the caring aspect could be given more
prominence in further redesign.
additions

Different additions to the thermometer can lead to a
longer lifespan or improve the overall appearance. A key
cord to wear the thermometer around the neck could give
the VHT worker more respect. A wristband could prevent
dropping the thermometer. A box or sleeve could make
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about what they do. These sleeves could be produced
locally in Uganda, creating employment opportunities
and a stronger connection between the product and the
target area.
Figure41 Crank base redesign recommendation

Figure42 Frugal thermometer protective cover
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leiden

validation

Some major questions marks on the medical information

Two students of LDE Delft are going to Uganda this

appeared on the end of the project. Therefore it is necessary

summer to validate the design with the prototype. It is

to have some experts determine what the thermometer can

clear that there are many points of improvements that

prevent and at which values.

Go / No go

take some time to implement. So a following design
optimization is needed to gain a convincing design.

L

eiden

erasmus

Medical approval of system

If the whole design process in done the project can
be continued by Erasmus. A business plan is needed
to convince the Ugandan government to invest in the
thermometer. If Erasmus does not want to invest time

D

in this it is over - so that is why it is a go/ no go moment.

elft

End user test in
Uganda

Implementation of
improvements

Second prototype

Design validation
Go / No go

Production
documents
ready

Scout manufacturer

E
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rasmus

Pass on project
to Erasmus

Final improvements

Business plan

Introduction
plan

Negotiate with
investors

Starting aquisition

going world wide

ROADMAP

The introduction of the thermometer requires a
introduction plan. Whether the thermometer will

Figure43 Continuation roadmap

settle in the Ugandan culture is the big question. But
if it is a success LDE can consider producing another
batch to spread the thermometer to other developing
countries.

starting aquisistion

The first negotiations and meetings have to take place

Go / No go

to define the future of this project. If all stakeholders
have agreed on the terms the production can start.

Introduction in
Uganda

Finalize production costs

Monitoring product impact

Investigate user
satisfaction

Succesful?

Going world wide

First batch

Prepare introduction

Introduction

Monitoring

Expand
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EVALUATION
The concept that was given to us still needed various

information and really formed us as a team as we spent a

alterations and improvements. Some of those were given

lot of time together discussing and analyzing.

to us in the report of the design team that analyzed the

In the beginning we also were afraid to takes things for

context and come up with the design recommendation,

granted or not get to the bottom a problem or situation.

other we had to find for ourselves. As we were not happy

By not making final decisions yet, because of the fear

with the metaphor, interaction, and power storage we

of leaving this out, we diversified too much in the

took a step back into concept development.

beginning. After ten weeks things started to get done;
either this was the consequence of time running short, or
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During this concept phase we took a step back and

the great deal of teambuilding and analysis we did. What

analyzed each component and tried to find the best

really worked was that we worked in iterations of a week.

solution for that domain. This concept phase was

Each week started with a meeting in which goals for the

difficult as we not only had to analyze various different

week were stated and distributed among the team. At

components, but also had to get familiar with a context

the end of the week each person would present his or

that was hard to reach and understand. It would have

her findings. We learned to make decisions, trust each

been better to get in contact with even more experts

other’s professionalism and to work hard and efficient.

on the various problems that we met. This arranging,

Sometimes process went fast, but sometimes it felt as no

meeting, and analyzing took a great amount of time

progress was made for days. What we failed to remember

and the planning to do the concept phase in two to

though was that information needs time to incubate

four weeks was prolonged into almost ten weeks. This

before it can be processed into the design. To get a really

analysis phase did deliver us a great amount of essential

integrated design various different aspects have to be

taken into account. And as it was a product with a great
deal of aspects it takes time. It was also interesting to see
that each time a partial problem was solved two new
problems or interesting ideas arose, just because more
attention to detail was given every time.
Another thing that we encountered was the balance
between ‘just doing it’ and thinking things through
before that; too much of either and things crash. In the
end we did find the right balance in this project between
the two aspects. We mastered the methodology that was
given to us and then we selected the ones that we could
use in this project to our benefit.
Concluding it can be said that we learned a great deal on
various different levels: We learned new methods, tried
new software and programs, we got into more depth of
existing knowledge, and even learned totally new skills.
The more you think you know, the more you realize you
don’t know.
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